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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
The Least Fixed Point Property 
for w-Chain Continuous Functions 
by 
Joe Don Mashburn 
Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Mathematics 
University of California, Riverside, June 1981 
Professor Albert Ro Stralka, Chairman 
The basic definitions are given in the first section, 
including those for w- chain continuity, w-chain completeness, 
and the least fixed point property for w-chain continuous 
functions. Some of the relations between completeness and 
fixed point properties in partially ordered sets are stated 
and it is briefly shown how the question basic to the dis-
sertation ariseso 
In the second section, two examples are given showing 
that a partially ordered set need not be w-chain complete 
to have the l east fixed point property for w-chain contin-
uous functions. The first example shows that the least 
fixed poin t of an w-chain continuous function is not in gen-
v 
eral equal to sup(fn(o):nEm }. The second example is a par-
tially ordered set which has the least fixed point property 
for w-chain continuous functions even though it contains an 
unbounded countable chain. In this case, the least fixed 
point is always equal to sup(fn(o):nE~ }. The free meet-
semilattice generated by this second example is also obtain-
ed and shown to have the least fixed point property for w-
chain continuous functions. 
Retracts are discussed in section 3, where it is seen 
that they are not sufficient to characterize those partially 
ordered sets having the least fixed point property for w-
chain continuous functions. A lemma which will be useful 
later is proved characterizing partially ordered sets which 
have unbounded countable chains as retracts . 
In section 4 the relation between finite width and the 
least fixed point property for w-chain continuous functions 
is explored. Two useful lemmas are proved which will allow 
us to restrict the cases that need to be checked when prov-
ing theorems later. A third lemma is obtained which says 
that in a partially ordered set of finite width, if A and B 
are disjoint subsets and B is an upper end, then there are 
only a finite number of elements of B which are the suprema 
of countable chains of A. From this lemma, the first theorem 
is derived. This states that if C is a nonernpty unbounded 
countable chain in a partially ordered set, P, of finite 
width, then any cofinal subchain of C of order type w is a 
vi 
retract of P. This leads to the second theorem: a character-
ization of w-chain complete partially ordered sets of finite 
width. This says that a partially ordered set of finite 
width is w-chain complete only if it has the least fixed 
point property for w-chain continuous functions. It is 
known that the implication can be reversed. 
Section 5 introduces the notion of a layered partially 
ordered set and discusses some of its problems. The first 
theorem in this section says that if P is a layered partial-
ly ordered set in which every antichain generates a closed 
lower end, then any chain in P of order type w is a retract 
of P. The second theorem says that if P is a partially or-
dered set in which every antichain generates a closed lower 
end and every lower end of P which contains a countable 
chain but none of its upper bounds is layered, then P is 
w-chain complete if it has the least fixed point property 
for w-chain continuous functions. It is a corollary of a 
theorem by Edwin Miller that every partially ordered set in 
which every antichain is finite and every chain contains a 
countable cofinal subchain is layered. From this and the 
previous theorem it is easy to see that a partially ordered 
set in which every antichain is finite and every chain con-
tains a countable cofinal subchain is w-chain complete if 
and only if it has the least fixed point property for w-
chain continuous functionso 
vii 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A partially ordered set is chain complete if each of 
its chains has a least upper bound. It is w-chain complete 
if each of its countable chains has a least upper bound . 
Since the empty set is considered to be a countable chain, 
any partially ordered set which is chain or w-chain complete 
has a least element, denoted o. 
A function, f, mapping a partially ordered set, P, to 
a partially ordered set, Q, is w-chain continuous if and only 
if for every nonempty countable chain, C, of P which has a 
supremum in P, f(supp(C)) equals supQ(f(C)). An w-chain 
continuous function, then, must preserve order. 
A partially ordered set, P, has the (least) fixed point 
property if and only if every order preserving function from 
P to itself has a (least) fixed point. It has the (least) 
fixed point property for w-chain continuous functions if and 
only if every w-chain continuous func·tion from P to itself 
has a (least) fixed point. 
In 1955 A. Tarski ([T], Thm. 1) and A. C. Davis ([Da], 
Thm. 2) characterized complete lattices as those lattices 
having the fixed point property. In 1976 G. Markowsky 
([M], Thm. 11) characterized chain compler.e partially order-
ed sets as those having the least fixed point property. 
About the same time partially ordered sets and categories 
were being developed as models for theoretical computer 
1 
2 
science ([Sell ,[Sc2] ,[Sm]). The existence of fixed points 
is very important for these models, so it is necessary to be 
sure that the partially ordered set or category in question 
has the appropriate fixed point property. It was in this 
context that G. Plotkin asked in 1978 if parially ordered 
sets with the least fixed point property for w-chain contin-
uous functions have a characterization similar to that for 
partially ordered sets with the least fixed point property o 
That is, is a partially ordered set which has the least 
fixed point property for w-chain continuous functions neces-
sarily w-chain complete? It is known that if a partially 
ordered set, P, is w-chain complete, then it has the least 
fixed point property for w-chain continuous functions. If 
f:P4P is w-chain continuous, then 
f(supffn(o) :nE:N }) =sup( f( [fn(o) :nEJN}) )=sup[fn(o) :nEJN}. 
A partially ordered set which does not have a least element 
cannot have the least fixed point property for w-chain con-
tinuous functions, since the identity map is an w-chain con-
tinuous function which, in that case, would not have a l east 
fixed point. Therefore, partially ordered sets will always 
be assumed to have a least element. The symbol JN will be 
used to denote the positive integers; JNo will denote the 
nonnegative integers; and ~~ will denote the positive in-
tegers· with infinity. 
II. SOME EXAMPLES 
The following example is a partially ordered set whi ch 
is not w-chain complete, yet has the least fixed point pro-
perty for w-chain continuous functions. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let P1 be the set JNo x[O,l,2}. Order P1 by 
sett i ng (n,m)~(n 1 ,m 1 ) if and only if one of the following 
condit i ons holds: 
1) n=m=O 
2) n~n 1 and m=m 1 E[0,1} 
3) m=n 1 =0 
4) m=O and m 1 =2 
5) m=m1 =1 and n 1 =0 
6) O<n~n 1 ; m=1; and m 1 =2 
7) n=O and m=m 1 =2 
P1 can be represented by the diagram below . 
(11 0 )v-:---r--+---+----
. 
(113) 
· (o~ 3) 
(012) 
(ol 1) 
(o~o) 
FIG . 1 
3 
(210) 
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Let f be an w-chain continuous function from P1 to it-
self such that £((0,0)) is not (0,0). If f((O,O)) is an el-
ement of P1-(N x (0}) , then f(P1) is contained in P1-(N x (0}). 
In that case, f mus t have a least fixed point since 
P1-(N x(O}) is w-chain complete. Therefore, assume that 
f((O,O)) is an element of :N x (0}. Let U denote the set of 
upper bounds of JNx(O). Then f(P 1) is contained in 
(1N x (O})UU. If f has a fixed point in :N x(O}, then f has 
least fixed point in :N x( O}. Assume that f has no fixed 
points in N x (0 }. This forces f(U) to be a subset of U. 
a 
Assume that f((0,2)) is (0,1). Then for every n inN, 
f((n,2)) equals (0,1), and f((n,l))~(O,l). If f(JNx(l}) is 
contained in :Nx(O}, then (0,1) must also be in JN x( O}, con-
tradicting the assumption that f(U) is a subset of U. Thus, 
there is anN in :N such that, for every n;:-:N, f((n,l)) equal s 
(0,1). Hence f((O,l)) equals (0,1). 
If f((0,2)) equal s (0,2) then, for every n in N, 
f((n,2)) must be above (0,2)o Since there is no element of 
P1 greater than (0,2) and (0,1), f((n,l)) cannot equal (0,1) 
for any n in JN. Thus, f((O,l)) cannot equal (0,1), and 
(0,2) is the least fixed point of f. 
If f( (0 ,2)) equals (m,2) for some m in :N , then, for 
every n in :N, f((n,2)) equals (m,2). It again follows that 
f((O,l)) cannot equal (0,1); and P1 has the least fixed poi~ t 
property for w-chain continuous functions. 
As noted earlier, if a partially ordered set is w-chain 
5 
complete, then the least fixed point of an w-chain continuous 
function, f, from the set to itself is just sup (fn(o):nE~ }. 
In P1 , however, this is not always true . Define a function, 
f, from P1 to itself by 
I (0 ,1) f(x)= (n+l,O) if x{IN x (0 } if x=(n,O) 
This function is clearly w-chain continuous and has 
(0,1) as its only fixed point. But sup (fn((O,O)) :nEJN} does 
not even exist. 
The partially ordered set P1 has the least fixed point 
property for w-chain continuous functions because of the 
countable chain which sneaks around the antichain of upper 
bounds of~ x(O} . The next example shows that a partially 
ordered set can have an unbounded countable chain and 
still have the least fixed point property for w-chain con-
tinuous functions. Also, the least fixed point will be 
sup (fn(o) :nEN } . 
EXAMPLE 2. Let Q be the set (:N x:NCI)) U(o}. Order Q by 
setting x~y if and only if one of the following conditions 
holds. 
1) x=o 
2) x=(j,k); y=(n,m); and either m===k and j~n, or j=n and k~ 
Then Q can be represented be the diagram below. 
6 
(1,3) 
. . . 
FIG . 2 
Let X be the set N x [co) • For every n in 'N , l et Xn 
N be the set [n jxN. Let P2 be the set QU'N and order P2 by 
setting x~y if and only if x and y are elements of Q and x~y 
in Q; or y=(n1 , n2 , ••• ) is an e lement of 'NN, x is an element 
of Q, and x~(m,nm) for some m in ~. Then X is an unbounded 
N 
countable chain in P2 and E is an antichain. 
Let f be an w-chain continuous function from P2 t o it-
self such that f(o) is not o. If sup [ fn(o) :nEN } exists, 
I 
then it is the least fixed point of f. It may therefore be 
assumed that there is no m in ~ such that fm(o) is an ele-
ment of NN. If [fn(o) :nE'N} is contained in Xm for some m 
in 'N, then sup [ fn(o) :nE"N } exists. Therefore, assume that 
for some N in 'll , for every n:;'!N, fn(o) is an e l emen t of X. 
7 
Let M be th.~ s•nallest po:.:; i tive integer such that f(o)~(M,co) o 
Then f([(n,co): n~}) is contained in X; and so, for every n~, 
there is a jn in E such that, if kaj n, f((k,n)) equals 
f( (n,co)). Let x be the element of JNN whose nth component is 
jn for every n in JN • Then for every n in JN , f(x)~f((jn,n)) = 
f((n,co)) It follows that f(x) is an upper bound of ( fn(o) :nEJN} 
that (fn(o) :nEJN} is finite; and that sup(fn(o) :nEJN} exists. 
This example can be used to show another difference between 
fixed point properties for w-chain continuous functions and those 
for order preserving functions. R. E. Smithson as2], Thm 1. 2) proved 
the following theorem, which will not be true for the fixed point 
property for w-chain continuous functions and w-chain completeness. 
THEOREl1 1. Let P be a partially ordered set with a 
least element such that for every chain, C, of P, the set of 
upper bounds of C is down directid. If P has the fixed point 
property, then P is chain complete. 
This theorem has the following obvious corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. A meet-semilattice has the fixed point 
property if and only if it i s chain complete. 
These theorems do not carry over tow-chain continuous func-
tions and w-chain completeness, however, since J (P2 ) , the free 
meet-semilattice generated by P2 , contains an unbounded 
countable chain, but has the least fixed point property for 
w-chain continuous functions. The pairs of elements of P2 
which do not already have infima are those pairs in which 
both elements are from the antichain JNN, and those in which 
8 
one element is from J!':il'N and the other is from X. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let P 3 be the set P2u (FS'(JN'N)) U(XxFS(JN'N)), 
where FS(~N) is the set o f all nonempty finite subsets of 
~'N and FS '(JNl-J) is the set of all finite subsets of JN'N 
which have at least two elements. Define an order on P 3 by 
setting x~y if and only if one of the fol lowing conditions 
holds: 
1) x=AEFS'( 'N'N) ; yEP 2 ; and yEA 
2) xEP 2 ; y=AEFS (~N); and x~a for every a in A 
3) x=((n,oo),A)EXxFS (JN'N); yEP2 ; and (n,=)s:y or As:y 
'N 4) xEP2 ; y=((n,=),A)EXxFS (~);and xs:(n,=) and x¢ 
5) x=AEFS'(:N'N); y =BEFS'('N'N); and BcA 
6) x=( (n,oo) ,A) EXxFS(JN'N); y=BEFS '(J!':il'N); and Bc A 
7) x=((m,=) ,A)EXxFS(JN'N); y=((n,oo) ,B)EXxFS(JNN); and ms:n 
and BcA 
Then P3 is the free meet-semilattice generated by P2 • 
Notice that X is still unbounded in P 3 • In fact, it is still 
the only chain that does not have a supremum . 
Let C=(cn:nE~} be an infinite chain in P 3-x . Clearly, 
if C is a subset of P2 then C has a supremum. Therefore, 
assume that C is a subset of FS'(JNN) U(XxFS(JNN)). For every 
k in 'N , let ~ be an e l ement of FS(JN'N) such that either 
ck=((nk,oo),Ak) or ck=~ . 
A= U ~ is in FS(I'IN) and 
kEJN 
Then, since every Ak is finite, 
ck~k~ for every k. If there 
were an m in JN such that, for every k in JN , nks:m, then C 
9 
would be finite, s~nce the sequence A1 , A2 , ... must be fin-
ite. If B is an element of FS'(~N) and B is an upper bound 
of C, then B is a subset of Ak for all k and therefore A~B. 
If x is an element of ~N and x is an upper bound of C, then 
x is an element of Ak for all k and so A~x. Thus A is the 
supremum of C. The proof that P3 has the least fixed point 
property for w-chain continuous functions is now the same as 
that for P2 . 
III. RETRACTS AND AN EXAMPLE 
A function, f, from a partially ordered set, P, to it-
self is a retraction i f and only if f is w-chain contin-
uous and is the identity on f(P) . The image of a retrac-
tion on P is called a retract of P . Obviously, if P 
has the least fixed point property for w-chain continuous 
functions, then so does every retract of P • Is it possible 
to make the implication go the other way? If C is a non-
empty countable chain in P which does not have a supremum 
in P ; U is a set of upper bounds of C ; and CUU is 
a retract of P, then if P is to have the least fixed point 
property, U must have a least element. This is the case in 
the examples given so far. In [M], Markowsky used such a 
property for his characterization of chain complete partial-
ly ordered sets. 
Lemma 1 gives a better idea of when a partially ordered 
set can have an unbounded countable chain as a retract . Re-
call that any nonempty countable chain contains a cofinal 
subchain of order type w . 
DEFINITION . A subset, D, of a partially ordered set, 
P, is closed if and only if for every nonempty countable 
chain, C, in D, if C has a supremum in P then sup(C) is in D. 
A subset of P is open if and only if its complement is 
closed. 
LEMMA 1. An unbounded countable chain C=(c :nEJN } of a 
n 
10 
11 
partially ordered set, P, is a retract of P if and only if 
there is a col l ection of disjoint closed subsets of P, 
{Dn :nEJN}, such that 
PROOF. 
1) P= U D 
nENn 
2) vnE:N , c ED 
n n 
3) if pED ; m qED · n' and p~q, then 
Assume that C is a retract of P and 
m~no 
let f :P-+C 
be a retraction. For every n in :N , let D be the set 
n 
f-1 (cn). Clearly the Dn's form a collection of disjoint 
subsets of P; P equals U D ; and, since f preserves order, 
nEJN n 
if p is an element of D , q is an elemen t of D , and p~q, 
m n 
then m~. Let X={xn :nE:N } be a chain in Dm which has a su-
premum in P. Then f(sup(X))=sup(f(X))=c , so that sup(X) is 
m 
an element of Dm. 
Now let {D :nE:N } be a collection of disjoint closed 
n 
subsets of P having the properties listed in the lemma. 
Define a function, f, from P to itself by f(x)=cn if and on-
ly if x is an element of D . This function is obviously or-
n 
der preserving, so it remains to show that it preserves the 
supremums of nonempty countable chains. Let X= {xn: nEJN } be 
an infinite chain which has a supremum in P. Assume that 
sup(X) is an element of D . 
m 
Then X is contained in U D • 
n 
n~m 
Since X is infinte, one of these D ' s must contain an infin-
n 
ite number of elements of Xo Then it will contain a cofinal 
12 
subchain of X and hence sup(X). 
infinite number of elements of X. 
Thus only D contains an 
m 
So f(sup(X)) equal s 
sup( f (X)). Example 4 shows that it is not enough to con-
sider retracts as Markowsky was able to do for order preserv-
ing functions . 
EXAMPLE 4. N Let P 4 be the subset of JNco consisting of 
those elements x=(xl ,x2, •. o) such that xn equals~ for only 
a finite number of n's, and if xn+l equals co then so does 
xn. Order P4 with the usual product ordering . Then P4 is 
a lattice and every nonempty subset of P4 has an infimum. 
Thus, every bounded chain in P4 has a supremumo 
If C is a nonempty bounded countable chain in P4 ; U is 
a set of upper bounds of C; and f:P4~uu is a retraction, 
then supCUU( C) is an element of U since 
f(supp (C))=supcuuCf(C))=supcuuCC). Therefore U has a least 
4 
element. 
For every n in JN let en be the element of P4 having co 
as its first n components and 1 everywhere else. Then 
C=(c :nE'N} is an unbounded chaino Let (D :n{N} be a col-
n n 
lection of disjoint closed subsets of P4 such that, for each 
n, en is an element of Dn and if p and q are elements of Dm 
and D respectively, then if p~q, m~n. For every n, let E 
n n 
be the set U D • 
m m~n 
Set x1 equal to 1. Assume that xk has been defined for 
every k~n. Let X be the set of all positive integers, x, 
n 
13 
such that (x1 , ••• ,xn,x,l,l,l, ••• ) is an element of Eno If 
Xn is empty, set xn+l equal to 1. If not, then it must be 
finite since En is closed and does not contain cn+l· In 
this case, set xn+l equal to (max(Xn))+l. Each xn defined 
by this process is a positive integer, so :X= ( x1 , x2 , •• o) is 
in P4. But :X is not contained in any D n· If :X were in D n 
for some n, then y= ( x1 , . • . , xn + 1 , l , 1 , 1 , . • • ) would be in D m 
for some m~n, since y~x. Thus, y would be in E 
n' 
which con-
tradicts the definition of xn+l " 
Let C 1 =(c~ :nEJN} be an unbounded chain in P 4 and let f 
be an w-chain continuous map from P4 to C
1
• For every n in 
"N , define a sequence whose supremum is c~ as follows. For 
every j , kEl'l , let 
j if 
X = C I • if 
njk nJ 
1 if 
j ~c I. 
nJ 
C I • <j 
nJ 
j<k 
and 
and 
k~j 
k~j 
Let X 
n 
be the set of all the xnj 's. Notice that for every n in~ - ' 
every element of X is less than an element of C. Therefore, 
n 
if C 1 is the image of P4 under f, f(C) must be a cofinal sub -
chain of C 1 • Assume that this is so and define a function, 
g, taking C 1 onto a cofinal subchain of C by 
g(x)=min(c :x~f(c )}. Then gof is a retraction from P4 onto n n 
a cofinal subchain of C. But this is impossible, so C 1 can-
not be the image of P4 under f. Thus, no unbounded chain is 
a retract of P4 • In fact, the same argument will show that 
14 
there is no w-chain continuous function f rom P4 onto an un-
bounded countable chain. 
Even though P4 satisfi.~s this nice property for re-
tracts, it does no t have the least fixed point property for 
w-chain continuous functions. Denote the point (1,1, ..• ) by 
l, and, for every x=(x1 ,x2 , ••• ) in P_~, let x+i be the point 
(x1+l,x2+1, •.• ), where oo+l equals oo. Define a function, f, 
taking P4 into itself by f(x)=x+I. This function is clearly 
order preserving. Let C=(c :nE~} be a chain which has a 
n 
supremum in P4 • Then 
f(sup(C))=(sup(C))+i=sup[cn+f:nEN }=sup(f(C)). Thus, f is 
an w-chain continuous functions which has no fixed points . 
IV. FINITE WIDTH 
The partially ordered sets in the first three examples 
all contained infinite antichains. It is also clear that 
any chain has the l east fixed point property for w-chain con-
tinuous functions if and only if it is w-chain complete. So 
it seems reasonabl e that any partial ly ordered set in which 
the cardinal ities of all its antichains are finite and bound-
ed would have the least fixed point property for w-chain con-
tinuous functions if and onl y if it is w-chain complete o Be-
fore this is shown to be true, some notation and a definition 
are i n order. 
DEFINI TION. A partially ordered set, P, has finite 
width if there is a positive integer, N, such that, for 
every antichain, A, of P, the cardinality of A is less than 
or equal toN. 
For every element, x, of P, the l ower end generated by 
x, denoted lx, is the set of all elements of P less than or 
equal to x. For a subset, X, of P, the lower end generated 
by X, denoted lX, is Ulx. The sets tx and tX are defined 
xEX 
dually. 
LEMMA 2. If a partial ly ordered set, P, contains a 
countable chain, C , whose set of upper bound, U, contains 
a chain, D, which is not bounded below by any element of 
U and if C is a retract of n ld , then P does not 
dED 
15 
16 
have the fixed point property for w-chain continuous func-
tions. 
PROOF. Let D' be a subchain of D such that every sub-
set of D' has a largest e l ement and every element of D has 
an element of D' below it. DenoteD' by (da:a<cr ) for some 
ordinal cr. Set Eo equal to P-~d0 and, for every a>O, let Ea 
Let f be a retraction of nld on-
dED 
to C. Define a function, g:P~D'UC, by 
I d . f a ~ g(x)= f(x) . if 
Let x and y be elements of P such that x~y. If x and y 
are elements of n ld, then g(x)=f(x)~f(y)=g(y). If x is an 
dED 
element of ntd andy is an element of P- nt d, then g(x) is 
dED dED 
inC ; g(y) is in D'; and. g(x)~g(y). If x andy are elements 
of P- nld, then let a<cr such that y is an element of Eao 
dED 
Then if x is in E6 , 8 must be at least as large as a. Thus 
g(x)=d8 sda=g(y). So g preserves order. 
Let X be a nonempty countable chain in P which has a 
supremum in P. If sup(X) is an element of nt d, then X is a 
dED 
subset of nld and g(sup(X))=f(sup(X))=sup(f(X))=sup(g(X)). 
dED 
If sup(X) is an element of P- n ld, then, because g preserves 
dtD 
order and n ld is closed, it may be assumed that X is con-
dED 
tained in P- Uld. 
dED 
17 
Let a<cr such that sup(X) is in E o 
a 
Since 
~Ea+l equals lda+l and is closed, X cannot be contained in 
lEa+l" Thus, from some point on, every element of X is in 
Ea. Hence, g(sup(X)) equals sup(g(X)). Therefore, CUD' is 
a retract of P. 
Because CUD' does not have the fixed point property for 
w-chain continuous functions, P does not either. 
LEMMA 3. If a partially ordered set, P, contains a 
countable chain, C, whose set of upper bounds, U, con-
tains two minimal elements, x and y , with a common upper 
bound, z, and if C is a retract of ( lx) n ( l y), then P does not 
have the l east fixed point property for w-chain continuous 
functions. 
PROOF. Let f be a retraction from (lx)n(ly) onto C, and 
define a function, g:P~CU(x,y,z } , by 
f(p) if pE(lx) n (ty) 
X if pE(lx)-(ly) 
g(p)= 
pE( ly) -( l x) y if 
z if pEP- [ ( l x) U ( l y)] 
Let p and q be elements of P such that p~q. The func -
tion, g, obviously preserves order in each of the subsets of 
P given in the definition of g. If p is an element of 
(lx) n (ly) and q is not, then g(p) is an element of C and g(q) 
is in (x,y,z}. Therefore, g(p) is l ess than g(q). Assume 
that p is an element of (lx)-(ly). Then q is an element 
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either of (lx)-(ly) or of P-[(lx)U(ly)J. In either case, 
g(p) is less than or equal to g(q). The other case being 
analogous, g preserves order . 
Since each of the subsets given in the definition of g 
is closed and g is w-chain continuous on all of them, g is 
w-chain continuous on P. Because CU(x,y,z} does not have 
the least fixed point property for w-chain continuous func-
tions, P does not either. 
A subset, X, of a partially ordered set, P is an upper 
end if and only if X equals tX. It is a l ower end if and 
only if X equals !X. 
LEMMA 4. If a partially ordered set, P, has finite 
width and A and B are nonempty disjoint subsets of P such 
that B is an upper end, then there is only a finite number 
of points in B which are suprema of countable chains in A. 
PROOF. Let L be the set of elements of B which are su-
prema of countable chains in A. Assume that L is infinite 
and let M be a maximal antichain of L. Since M is finite, 
there is some element of M, say p1 , such that p1 is compar-
able to an infinite number of elements of L. Either ( t p1) nL 
is infinite or (lp1)nL is. If (tp1) nL is infinite, let K1 
be the set (tp1) nL. Otherwise, set K1 equal to (lp1) nL. 
Let nE~ and assume that elements p1 ,p2 , ••• ,pn and sub-
sets Kn-l and Kn of L have been defined and satisfy the fol -
lowing properties. 
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1) (p1 , ..• , p} is a chain ~n 1 n 
2) K is inf inite 
n 
3) Kn=( t pn) nKn-l or Kn=( l pn)nKn-l 
Let M be a maximal antichain of Kn- (p1 , o •• , pn} • Since 
M is finite, one of its elements, Pn+l' is comparable t o an 
infinite number of elements of Kn. Define Kn+l to be 
(tpn+l)nKn if that set is infinite, and (lpn+l)nKn otherwise. 
The chain (p :nEJN } thus obtained is infinite and so 
n 
contains either an increasin or a decreasing chain. Assume 
that (Pn :nE:N} is increasing, that is, that p1 <Pz<P3<• • · o 
For each n in :N , let Xn = (xnm: nE:N } be a chain in A 
which has p as a supremum. Because [p :nEJN } is increasing , 
n n 
there is, for every n in 1-1 , an N in :N , where m<n, such 
nm 
that if j~Nnm' then for any xmk in Xm' xnj~xmk· If xmk were 
less than x . f or every k in 'N , then p would be less than 
nJ m 
or equal to x . • This is not possible since B is an upper 
nJ 
end and A and B are disjoint. Thus, for every j~N , there nm 
is an Mnmj in 'N such that if k~nmj' then xmk and xnj are 
incomparable. Let nEJN and, for each O~j~n-1, set k. equal 
J 
to max((N .. :l~i<n-j J U(M . . k :O~i~j-1}) . Then 
n-J ,~ n-~,n-J, i 
[x . k : Osj~n-1 } is an antichain. Therefore, P contains 
n-J ' j 
arbitrarily large finite antichains, contradicting the as-
sumption that P has finite width. 
By reversing the order of P , the same argument works 
when ( pn:nE:N } is a decreasing chain. Thus, Lis finite. 
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THEOREM 2. If P is a parially ordered set of finite 
width, then any unbounded chain in P of order type w is a 
retract of P. 
PROOF. Let C=(c : nEJN 1 n . be an unbounded chain of P. 
Set El equal to P-(tc2 ) and, for every n~2, let E n be the 
set ( t en) - ( t cn+l) • For every n in JN, let L' be the set of n 
all the elements of P-E which are suprema of nonempty count -
n 
able chains in E • Let L equal L' - U L'. By Lemma 4 each 
n n n k<U k 
Ln is finite. For every m,nEJN , let K be the set L nE . 
run n n 
Notice that K is empty if n~m . 
nm 
Let p be an element of K and let V" be an open upper 
nm p 
end containing p. Because it is an upper end, Vp is also 
closed. Let V ' be the intersection of V" with tc • There p p n 
may be elements of V' which are the suprema of nonempty p 
countable chains in P-(tc ). Let A be t he coll ection of all 
n 
such elements of V' By Lemma 4 , A is finite, so p · 
V =V'- U(la) is an open upper end. Now let Up be the set 
p p aEA 
(V - U( l ck) )n( U Ek). This is an open set c ontained in 
P n~k~m n~k~ 
U Ek and is an upper end in that set. Hence it is open 
n~k~ 
and closed with respect to U Ek . 
n~k~m 
n n [E U ( U U U )J- U U U U • 
n k=l pEKk~ k=l n<j qEKkJ 
Set D equal to 
n 
The fol lowing properties will be shown to be true . 
1) P= U D 
nEJN n 
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2) if n#m, then D nn = ¢ n m 
3) for all n, c n EDn 
4) if x,yEP; x~y; xEDm; and yEDn' then m~n 
5) each Dn is closed 
1) Let x be an e l ement of P. Since P equals U E , x must 
nEJN n 
be in En for some n in ~ • If x is not in Dn, then there is 
some l~a~ and some b>n and some pEKab such that x is an el -
ement of U . Let M be the set (j>n: al~k~n,aqEKk.3xEU ) and p J q 
set m equal to max(M). Then xis an element of 
E U ( U U U ). Let l~a~m; let b>m; and let p be an element 
m k=l pEK~ 
Then U q is a subset of U E .• . b~ a~~< 
So if x is an ele-
ment of U , then a~n. But if k~n, then b is an element of M, q 
contradicting the choice of ·m. Thus X is not an element of 
m 
u u u u and X is in D m· k=l j>m qEK~ 
2) Let m and n be p ositive integers such that m<n o Then 
the intersection of Em with En is empty. Let l~a~m and let 
p be an element of Kam. Then U is a subset of p U E. which . ~ 
a~~<til 
has an empty intersection with E . Therefore the intersec-
n 
tion of B U U with E is empty. Assume that 
k =l PE~ n 
m 
E n ( U U U ) is not empty and let l~a~n be an element of 
m k=l pEK p kn 
Kan such that Emnux is not empty. Now U is a subset of X 
U E. , so a~m. 
. ~ 
a~~<n 
But then U is a subset of 
X 
m u u u u . q ) k=l j>m qEKkj 
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m n 
so (E -( U U U U ))n ( U U U ) is empty. Now assume 
m k•l j>m qEKkjq k~l pEK~ 
m n 
that ( u u u )n( u u u ) 
qEK.q 
Jn 
is not empty. Then there exist 
k =l pEKkrnp j=l 
l~a~, l~b~n, xEKam' and yEKbn 
m 
such that U nu is not empty o 
X y 
If b~m, then U is a subset of U U u U and D nu is 
y k=l j>m qEKkS m P 
empty. Because Uy is a subset of U E . and U is a subset 
b . ~ X ~~~n 
of u E. , ~ b is less than or equal to m. Therefore, n nu m p a~i~ 
is empty. Thus, D nn 
n m 
is empty. 
3) For every n in JN, en is an element of En . By the way 
they were defined, no Up contains a en. So en is an element 
of D . 
n 
4) Let x and .y be elements of P such that x~y, x is an ele-
ment of Dm and y is an element of Dn o Let x be aR element 
of Ea and y an element of Eb. Since x is less than y, a must 
be less than or equal to b. Obviously a is less than or equal 
to m and b is less than or equal to n. If m is equal to a, 
then m~b~. If m is greater than a, then there exists l~k~a 
and j >a and an element, p, of Kkj such that x is an element 
of U • If there are no j 's greater than b, then m~b~n. If p 
j>b, then Up is an upper end of U E., soy is an element 
k~i<j ~ 
of Up. Therefore, m is less than or equal to n. 
5) Let n be an element o f JN and let X be a nonempty count-
able chain in D . If X is a subset of E , then either sup(X) 
n n 
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is an element of En or sup(X) is an element of ~j for some 
l~k~n and j>n. If sup(X) is an element of Kkj' then the in-
tersection of X with Usup(X) is not empty and X is not a sub-
set of D • For the same reason , sup(X) cannot belong to U 
n p 
for any element, p, of ~j' where l~k~n and j>n o Thus, sup(X) 
n 
is an element of D • If X is a subset of U U U , then it 
n k=l pEKk~ 
may be assumed that X is a subset of U for some element, p, p 
of Kkn where l~k~. Assume that sup(X) is not in u p and that 
sup(X) is not in En. Let sup(X) be an element of E m· Since 
UP is a subset of U E. and U is closed in this set, m must 
k . ~ p ~~<n 
be greater than n. Again it may be assumed that X is a sub-
set of E. for some k~j~n. But then sup(X) is an element of 
J 
K. for some l~i~n and the intersection of X with 
~ 
n 
U U U U is not empty, contradicting the assumption 
k=l j>n qEKkS 
that X is a subset of D . Therefore, sup(X) is an element 
n 
of D • 
n 
It follows from Lemma 1 that C is a retract of P. 
Therefore, P does not have the fixed point property for w-
chain continuous functions. 
THEOREM 3. If a partially ordered set with finite 
width has the least fixed point property for w-chain contin-
uous functions, then it is w-chain cornplete o. 
PROOF. By Theorem 2, it may be assumed that every count-
able chain in a partially ordered set, P, is bounded. Let 
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C be a nonempty countable chain in P which does not have 
a supremum. Let U be the set of upper bounds of C . 
By Lemmas 2 and 3 it may be assumed that U contains a 
set of minimal elements, M, that every element of U is above 
some element of M, and that no two elements of M have a com-
mon upper bound. Denote the elements of M by m1 ,m2 , ••• ,mr. 
Let D be the set of all elements, x, of P such that tx is 
not contained in l(tm .)- Ul(tm .) for any l~i~r. 
1. j +i J 
Let X=(xn :nEJN } be a chain in D which has a supremum in 
P. Assume that for every n in JN , there are i;::n, l~ji~ki~r, 
and y. ;a:m. ' and Yk.=a:mk. such that x. is less than both y. J • J . 1. J . 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 
and Yk .• 
1. 
Then there are an infinite number of pairs, (j. ,k.), 
1. 1. 
and one of the pairs, (j,k), must be repeated an infinite 
number of times. 
set (yk :k.=k}. 
• 1. 
1. 
Let Y. be the set (y. :j.=j} and Yk the 
J J i 1. 
If Y. is finite, then it contains an ele-
J 
ment which is an upperboundof X. If it is infinite, it mus t 
contain an infinite chain which, by assumption, is bounded. 
Any upper bound of this chain is, of course, an upper bound of 
X. In either case there is a yj=a:mj which is an upper bound 
of X. Similarly, there is a yk;a:mk which is an upper bound of 
X. Thus, sup(X) is less than both yj and yk and sup(X) is an 
element of D. 
Assume that for every n in JN , there is a Yn in 
P7 Ol(tm.) such that x ~y • Let Y be the set of all these 
1 i=l 1. n n 
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yn's. If Y is finite, one of its elements must be an upper 
bound of X. If Y is infinite, it must contain an infinite 
chain which, by assumption, is bounded. Any upper bound of 
this chain will be an upper bound of Xo In either case there 
r 
is an element, y, ofP- Ul ( tm.) which is an upper bound of X. 
. 1 ~ ~= 
Then sup(X) is less than or equal to y and sup(X) is an ele-
ment of D. Therefore D is closed . 
Since C is unbounded in D, there is, by Theorem 2, a 
retraction, f, of D onto a cofinal subchain, C' of C. De-
fine a function, g:P~C'UM by 
g(x) = ~ I m. f(x) if xED 
Let x and y be elements of P with x~y. If x is in D, 
then g(x)~g(y). If xis not in D, then there is some l~i~r 
such that t x is a subset of l(tm.)- Ul( t m.). But then y is 
~ j#i J 
an element of !( t mi)-D, so g(x)=mi=g(y). Therefore, g pre-
serves order. 
Clearly, g is w-chain continuous on D and on l(tmi)-D 
for each l~i~r. Thus g is w- chain continuous on P; C'UM is 
a retract of P; and P cannot have the least fixed point pro-
perty for w- chain continuous function. 
COROLLARY 2. A partially ordered set, P, having finite 
width is w-chain complete if and only if it has the least 
fixed point property for w-chain continuous functions. 
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V. LAYERED PARTIALLY ORDERED SETS 
The proof of Theorem 2 relied heavily on Lemma 4, which 
is no longer true if partially ordered sets not of finite 
width are considered. Another way must be found if Theorem 
3 is to be generalized. 
Recall that in the first three examples, the partially 
ordered sets all contained a countable chain which sneaked 
around an antichain, that is, they all contained an ant ichain 
which generates a nonclosed lower end. Notice also that the 
lower end generated by a finite antichain will always be 
closed. Thus no partially ordered set of finite width could 
have an antichain which generates a lower end that is not 
closed. If a partially ordered set contains an unbounded 
chain C=( c :nEJN } and there is a collection, (A :nEJN} , of 
n n 
antichains such that c is an element of lA ; P, the partially 
n n 
ordered set, equals U l A ; and for each n in JN , l An is 
nEJN n 
closed, then C is arretract of P. This is the approach 
which will be taken next. 
The first question which arises concerning this method 
is, Can a partially ordered set actually be partitioned in 
such a manner? The answer is that not all can be. For ex-
ample, if a partially ordered set contains a maximal chain 
which has no countable cofinal subchain, then it cannot be 
the union of a countable number of lower ends generated by 
antichains. Such chains must therefore be avoidedo Even so, 
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it is not certain that such partitions occur in general. A 
Souslin tree is a partially ordered set which cannot be par-
titioned in the desired way even though all of its chains and 
antichains are countable. The existence of a Souslin tree is 
independant of the usual axioms of set theory (see [D]), so 
it may be that the existence of such partitions is also in-
dependant . 
DEFINITION. A partially ordered set, P, is layered if 
and only if there is a col lee tion, (A :nEJ.l } , of antichains 
n 
of P such that P is equal to U~A . 
nEJN n 
THEOREM 4. If every antichain of a layered partially 
ordered set, P, generates a closed lower end, then any un-
bounded chain in P of order type w is a retract of P . 
PROOF. Let (A :nEJN } be a collection of antichains of 
n 
P such that P equals U!A • First, assume that for every n 
nE'Nn 
in JN , lAn is a subset of lAn+l . Let C;: ( c : nEJN ) be an un-n. . 
bounded chain in P and assume that C is not contained in !An 
for any n. Set dn equal to the largest element of C con-
tained in ~A , if there are any elements of C in !A , and c1 n n 
if there are not. Define a function, f :P-+C, by 
cl if xE l c1 
en if xE ( !en)- ( lcn-l) and n>l 
f(x) = 
dl if xE(P - lC)n( tA1) 
dn if xE(P- Lc) n (( lAn)-( 1An_1)) and n>l 
Let x and y be elements of P such that x~y. If y is an 
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element of t C, then xis an element of !C and f(x)~f(y). If 
y is an element of (P -~ c) n ((tA )-(lA 1)), where lA 1 is n n- n-
empty if n is 1, then xis an element of lAn and f(x)~dn=f(y) . 
Let X be a nonempty countab le chain in P which has a su-
premum in P . If sup(X) is an element of l en for some n, then 
X is a subset of ~c . Furthermore, from some point on , all 
n 
the elements of X must be in ( l c )-(!c 1) . Thus, n n-
f(sup (X))=cn=sup(f(X)). Assume that sup(X) is an element of 
(P- l C) n ((lAn)-(lAn_1)), where lAn- l is again empty if n is 1 . 
Then, s i nce lAn-l is closed, X may be assumed to be a subset 
of (lA ) - (LA 1) . In fact, it may be assumed that X is a n n-
subset of (P-lC)n((lA )-(lA 1)), since if it were not it n n -
would be a subset of l dn, which is closed. Therefore, 
f(sup (X))=dn=sup(f(X)). Hence Cis a retract of P . 
If there is an n in ~ such that C is a subset of lA , 
n 
then it may be assumed that C is a subset of lAn for every 
n in ~ . Set n1 equal to Ul(A -(tc2)) . For all m>l, set nEE n 
D equal to ( Ul ((A - (tc +l)) n (tc )))- UD .• Let x be an el-
m nEJN n m m j<mJ 
ement of P, n an element of ~ , and a an element of A such 
n 
that x is less than a. Now a is not an upper bound of C, so 
either there is an m in ~ such that a is an element of 
either xis in Dm or xis in n1 . Hence P equals U D • nEJN n 
Let X be a nonempty countable chain in D which has a supre-
m 
mum in P. 
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Since P equals U lA , there is a k in JN such that 
nEJN n 
X is contained in lAk. Then X is contained in ( ~ Ak) nnm which 
is equal to l((Ak-( t cn+l)) n (tcn)) for some n>l or l(Ak-(tc2)) . 
In either case, X is a subset of a lower end generated by an 
antichain . But such a lower end is closed, so sup(X) is an 
element of D • Thus, D is closed. Let x and y be elements 
m m 
of P such that x is less than y. Assume that x is an ele-
ment of Dm and that y is an element of Dn . Clearly, if y is 
an element of l ((~-( t cn+l))n(tcn)), then x must be also . 
Therefore, m is less than or equal to n . By Lemma 1, C is a 
retract of P . 
The requirement that every antichain of P generate a 
closed lower end is not necessary for the first part of the 
previous proff. There it is only needed that each of the 
A 's generate a closed lower end. The requirement is neces -n 
sary in the second part, however, as is shown by the follow-
ing example. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let G be the collection of infinite count-
able subsets of w1 which don ' t have a largest element . Let 
P5 be the set w1U( U U (axAx(A})) . Let (Xa : aEw} be a 
aEw1 -w AEG 
partition of w1-w such that, for every a, Xa is infinite . 
If x and y are elements of P5 , set x~y if and only if one 
of the following conditions holds. 
1) xEw; yEX for some aEw; and x~a in w 
a 
2) x=(a, S,A)EaxAx(A}; y=( a ,o,A)EaxAx(A} ; and S ~ o 
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3) x=(a, e ,A)EaxAx (A} and y=a or y=S 
4) x,yEill and x~y in ill 
5) x=O (the least element of ill) 
Clearly, ill is an unbounded chain in P; ill1 - ill is an anti-
chain; and l( ill1 - ill ) is all of P5 and is closed . Let f be an 
w-chain continuous function from P5 to itself and assume 
that f(P 5) is a subset of ill . Then there is an element, m, 
of ill such that f-1 (m) is infinite. Let A be an element of 
a which is contained in f-1 (m). Then for every a in ill1 -ill, 
f(axAx(A}) is a subset of (1,2, ••• ,m}. Since a is the su-
premum of a xAx(A}, it must be less than or equal tom. Hence 
for every n~m, f(n) is less than or equal to m. Thus, no co-
final subchain of ill is a retract of P5 • 
In fact, P5 has the least fixed point property for w-
chain continuous functions. Assume that f(O) is not 0. 
Since P-w is w-chain complete, it may be assumed that 
(fn(O):nE~} is contained in ill . By the argument above, it 
may also be assumed that tere is an a in w1 - ill such that f( a) 
is an element of w1 - ill. Let f( a ) be an element of Xm. For 
every n~m, let An be the element of a contained in Xn. Since 
a is the supremum of axA x(A }, there is an element, S, of A 
n n n 
such that f((a, $ ,A)) equals f(a). Therefore, f( B) equals f(a) 
and f(n) is less than or equal to m. It follows that f has 
a least fixed point. 
THEOREM 5. If every antichain of a partial ly ordered 
set, P, generates a closed lower end; every lower end of P 
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which contains a countable chain but none of its upper bounds 
is layered; and P has the least fixed point property for w-
chain continuous functions, then P is w-chain complete. 
PROOF. Assume that P contains a nonempty countable 
chain, C, which does not have a supremum. By Theorem 4 and 
Lemmas 2 and 3, it may be assumed that every countable chain 
in P is bounded: that the set, U, of upper bounds of C has a 
set, M, of minimal elements; that every element of U is above 
an element of M; and that no two elements of M have a common 
upper bound. 
Let D be the set of all the elements, x, of P such that 
tx is not contained in (l(tm))- Ul ( t n) for any min M. Let 
nEM- (m} 
X=(x :nE"N 1 
n 
be a chain in D which has a supremum in P. As-
sume that for every k in :N, there is a j~k, elements m :fm r. s. 
J J 
of M, and Yr. of tm and Ys. of trn such that x. is less r. s. J J J J J 
tnan both Yr. and 
J 
y s .• Let y 
J 
r 
be the set of all the y 's r. 
J 
and y 
s 
the set of all the y 's. 
s . 
J 
Assume that both Yr and y are infinite and that y r con-s 
tains an infinite antichain, A • Since the l ower end gener-
r 
ated by an antichain is closed, sup(X) is below all but a 
finite number of the elements of Ar o Let Z be those ele-
s 
ments of Ys which are paired with the elements of Ar. If Z 
s 
has an infinite antichain, A , then sup(X) is bel ow all but 
s 
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a finite number of the elements of As. Thus, there is a j 
in :N such that sup(X) is less than Yr. and y s.. Then sup(X) 
J J 
is an element of D. 
If every antichain of Z is finite, then it contains an 
s 
infinite chain, Cs, which, by assumption, is bounded. Let y 
s 
be an upper bound for this chain. Then sup(X) is less than 
or equal to Ys· Let B be the set of elements of A which r r 
are paired with the elements of Cs. Since Br is an antichain 
and X is contained in ~Br' sup(X) is in ~Ero Let Yr be an 
e lement of Br which is above sup(X). Then Yr and Ys are ele-
ments of U which are above distinct elements of M and are 
both greater than sup(X). Thus sup(X) is in D. 
Assume that all antichains in both Y and Y are finite. 
r s 
Let Cr be an infinite chain in Yr; let Yr be an upper bound 
of Cr; and let mr be the element of M less than or equal to 
Yr· Let Zs be the set of elements of Ys which are paired 
with the elements of Cr. Then no element of Zs is greater 
than mr . Since every antichain of Zs is finite, it must con-
tain an infinite chain, Cs. Let Ys be an upper bound of Cs 
and let m 
s 
be the element of M l ess than or equal to Ys· 
Then mr does not equal ms and sup(X) is less than both Yr 
and Ys· Therefore, sup(X) is in D. 
Assume that for every k in JN , there is a yk:<?:xk such 
that yk is not contained in l(tm) for any m in M. Let Y be 
the set of all the yk's. Assume that Y is infinite. If Y 
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contains an infinite antichain, then sup(X) is in the lower 
end it generates and is therefore in D. If Y does not con-
tain an infinite antichain, then it contains an infinite 
chain which is bounded. Let y be an upper bound for this 
chain. Then y is above sup(X) and is not in ~(tm) for any m 
in M. Therefore, D is closed. 
Since C is unbounded in D, there is, by Theorem 4, a 
retraction, f, of D onto C', a cofinal subchain of C of or-
der type w. Let m1 and m2 be distinct e lements of M. De-
fine a function g : P~'U (m1 ,rn2 }, by 
m1 if tXC(l(tm1))-D 
g(x)= m2 if txc(t( tm))-D and mfrn1 
f(x) if xED 
Then f preserves order. Since the sets ( ~(tm1 )) -D and 
U ((t(tm))-D) are closed and g is w-chain continuous on 
mEM-(m1} 
them and on D, it is w-chain continuous on P. Thus, 
C'U(m1 ,m2 } is a retract of P and P cannot have the least 
fixed point property for w-chain continuous functions . 
COROLLARY 3. If every antichain of a partially ordered 
set, P, generates a closed lower end and every lower end of 
P which contains a countable chain but none of its upper 
bounds is layered, then P is w-chain complete if and only if 
it has the least fixed point property for w-chain continuous 
functions. 
The following theorem by Edwin Miller appears as Theorem 
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B in [Mi] • 
THEOREM 6 . If every antichain of an uncountable par -
tially ordered set, P, is finite, then P contains an uncount-
able chain. 
COROLLARY 4 . If every antichain of a partially ordered 
set, P, is finite and every chain contains a countable co -
final sub~hain, then P is layered. 
PROOF. Assume that there is no countable collection, 
G, of antichains of P such that P equals U ~A . Let A1 be a AEG 
maximal antichain of P. If S is less than w1 and, for every 
n less than 3 , Ac has been defined, then l et A8 be a maximal 
antichain of P- UlA • 
cr<S cr 
The set A= UAn is an uncountable par-
~~ 
tially ordered set and, by Theorem 6, contains an uncountable 
chain, C . But C must intersect an uncountable number of An ' s 
and so cannot contain a coun~able cofinal subchain. 
COROLLARY 5. If every antichain of a partially ordered 
set, P, is finite and every chain contains a countable co -
final subchain, then P is ~-~hain complete if and only if 
it has the least fixed point property for w- chain continuous 
functions. 
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